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ǲThe cruelty towards others like ourselves… is difficult to imagine here as you turn to 
swim your twentieth lengthǳ: Swimming and Dreaming of Elsewhere with John Berger 
 )n this article the author considers the significance of the swimming pool as a refrain in Bergerǯs 
work, tracing continuities and tensions between a range of essayistic meditations on pools as 
sites of encounter written between 2004 and 2016. For Berger, the pool seems to be associated 
not only with moments of psychic and social connection, but also, more obliquely, with the potential limits to our capacity for empathic identification. Bergerǯs concept of Ǯopaque thoughtǯ 
is axiomatic here, as is his privileging of the Ǯungoggledǯ gaze – a field of Ǯblurredǯ perception which allows for more fluid, open forms of consciousness. Bergerǯs writing about swimming 
often illuminates possible associations between water and forms of liminal consciousness, 
where there is a more porous delineation between dreaming and waking. Yet even as he moves 
away from traditional ideas about thinking in depth, Berger never simply equates such 
subjective drift with a lack of political focus. The pool, with all its possibilities for meditative escape, remains a place for Ǯvigilanceǯ. )n order to foreground the significance of discourses of 
connection and participation in Bergerǯs work, the author also includes segments of her own 
autobiographical writing, following drifts of thought between different bodies of water, different configurations of Ǯbeing elsewhereǯ. 
 
Key Words: John Berger; Swimming; Pools; Elsewhere; Drowning; Trauma; Opacity; Exchange; 
Blur; Flow; Strokes. 
 
 ǲ… the water holding up both me and whatever story I’m puzzling overǳ (Berger 
2011) 
In ǲOn Vigilanceǳ (2016), when John Berger writes about swimming up and down one of 
his favourite municipal pools in Paris, he summons up an almost utopian vision of the ǲegalitarian anonymityǳ afforded by such communal spaces. As he dives under water, he 
describes ǲthe sensation of having entered another time-frameǳ (Berger 2016: 67). And 
at first it seems that breaching the surface of the pool allows him to escape from ǲthe 
pain of living in the present worldǳ (c.f. Berger 2003). After all, ǲthe cruelty towards others like ourselves… is difficult to imagine here as you turn to swim your twentieth 
lengthǳ (Berger 2016: 68). 
  
Yet, as he ǲswims on (his) backǳ and ǲlooks up at the sky through the framed glass roof,ǳ 
Berger also meditates upon traumatic events happening elsewhere. ǲHeld by the water,ǳ 
he recalls ǲstories told by minuscule ice crystals in the silence of the blueǳ (71): he charts the patterns of a cirrus cloudǯs ǲundulations,ǳ and follows the drifts of these ǲmaterial reveriesǳ (c.f. Bachelard: 1942: 155-6) to Gaza, where 20 Palestinians have 
been ǲblown to pieces in their homesǳ the previous day. He thinks of ǲ35 illegal 
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immigrants… suffocating in a shipping container that had crossed the North Sea to dock 
in London.ǳ (Berger 2016: 71) 
 
Whereas for Oliver Sacks (another celebrated swimmer), swimming offers ǲa sort of joy, 
a sense of well-being so extreme that it becomes at times a sort of ecstasyǳ (Sacks 1997: 
n.p.), for Berger, the rhythms of swimming do not simply offer ǲpureǳ escape or 
relaxation. Something more complex, more ambivalent seems to be at stake. Immersed 
in this shared container of chlorinated water, Berger spins, or confabulates stories as he 
moves. But what such stories carry with them, it seems, is that self-same cruelty which 
at first he had found so ǲdifficult to imagineǳ (Berger 2016: 68).  
 
As swimmers, what both Sacks and Berger do share is a capacity to conjure stories from 
the water. In Sacksǯs case, apparently, most of his book A Leg to Stand On ǲwas written 
(with) the paragraphs forming themselves during long swims at Lake Jeff and being 
discharged, every half hour or so, drippingly, on to paperǳ (Sacks 1997: n.p.). It is as if 
swimming and writing for Sacks are more or less the same thing—his movements 
across the lake immediately anticipate the movement of words across paper. Swimming 
strokes become pen strokes. Lake water turns into ink.  
 
But for Berger there is a different kind of textual transcription happening as he swims. 
Despite his insistence that in the pool ǲEverywhere the horizontal […] dominatesǳ 
(Berger 2011: 122), his stories seem to form in a more vertical dream-like space, where 
strokes, and words, float in a ǲpre-verbalǳ (6) state of suspended animation, where gaps 
in consciousness are ǲheldǳ by the water. For all its ǲodd horizontal equalityǳ (122), Bergerǯs municipal pool is shaped by confabulations, which span the space above and 
below the poolǯs surface. His texts are drafted in the clouds moving above him as he 
floats on his back, and in the pinnate leaves of a maple tree that he glimpses just beyond the poolǯs glass walls.  
 
ǲThat string of pools, that quasi-subterranean streamǳ (Cheever 1964) Bergerǯs 2016 description of a pool contains the palimpsest of an earlier representation 
of swimming: in his 2004 essay ǲMarc Trivier: My Beautifulǳ he writes about a pool in 
Paris which is probably the same ǲfavouriteǳ pool that features in ǲOn Vigilance.ǳ He 
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also mentions another public baths—ǲa pool in Eastbourne,ǳ where his father taught 
him to swim in 1931. Just as he follows a drift of thought in ǲOn Vigilance,ǳ here again 
Berger moves across different spaces and moments, following in the wake of a chain of associations initially prompted by Trivierǯs photograph of a single leg of a Giacometti 
sculpture. Such a narrative almost seems to take on the shimmering, refracting 
structure of a ǲglitter pathǳ (Gooley 2016: 138): patterns of light on contained water 
carry Berger from a photo to a pool, and then to another pool, before drifting back once more to Giacomettiǯs figures. The quality of light in Trivierǯs photograph reminds Berger 
of ǲthe light in an indoor swimming poolǳ (Berger 2004: 191), which in turn takes him 
back to the pool in Eastbourne, with its red and white lifebelt bearing the inscription 
Eastbourne Town Council.  
 
Almost as an aside, Berger tells us that ǲI think I learnt to read easily, and to swim in the 
same year—1931ǳ (192). Perhaps thatǯs why he remembers the words on the lifebelt. In 
any case, he represents himself as becoming a swimmer and a reader at more or less the 
same time, and he seems to have taken both to books, and to water, with ease. Yet this 
apparent breeziness about mastering words and water is undercut by a more diffident 
strain in his qualified phrase ǲI think I learnedǳ (my italics). There is a slight hesitation 
here which hints at a hazy sense of his own history, one which emulates the sensation of swimming without goggles… that ǲslight hazeǳ which he associates both with the 
stinging blur of chlorine as you leave the pool, and with the ǲopacity of thoughtǳ itself 
(196). 
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Figure 1. Swimmer leaving West Kirby Swimming Pool 
 
Swimming and reading ǲwithout gogglesǳ… 
The swimming pool, it seems, invites its own paradoxical forms of literacy. As we enter 
the water, we are assailed by signs—ǲThe Hairdryer will be shut off 5 minutes before 
closing-time. Bathing Caps Obligatory. Council Decree.ǳ (122)—and we learn to read (or 
perhaps to ignore) their ǲdistinctive bureaucratic syntax and vocabularyǳ (122). Like 
Ned Merrill in John Cheeverǯs story, ǲThe Swimmer,ǳ we are ǲconfrontedǳ with a 
regimented discourse which attempts to order and punctuate our actions: ǲALL 
SWIMMERS MUST TAKE A SHOWER BEFORE USING THE POOL. ALL SWIMMERS MUST USE T(E FOOTBAT(. ALL SW)MMERS MUST WEAR T(E)R )DENT)F)CAT)ON D)SKSǳǯ 
(Cheever 1964: 732). My own local pool has a sign telling us to ǲswim clockwise.ǳ  
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But, according to Berger, it is in the pool that we also learn, or re-learn, the syntax of ǲwordlessnessǳ— that ǲwordless language which we have been reading since early 
childhood but which I cannot nameǳ (Berger 2016: 69). Such a language finds its way to 
Berger as he swims on his side. He ǲwatch(es) a tree.ǳ He dreams of his next drawing. It 
will be a sketch of a silver maple. It will move in and out, span scales: from the detail of a 
single leaf to an image of the whole tree. It will be ǲa kind of textǳ (69) made not with 
words, but with strokes in the water. 
 Bergerǯs description of pool swimmers who seek out ǲthe odd and deep pleasure of 
carrying out something private and alone in companyǳ (Berger 2004: 195) is 
reminiscent of a readerly sensorium, perhaps because both activities are associated 
with immersive states. Or—as Gillian Best puts it—ǲSwimming and reading have a lot in 
common: both are solitary pursuits, escapes into different worlds and different kinds of 
freedomǳ (Best 2017: n.p.). But the relationship between reader and swimmer is not 
simply analogical for Berger. Sometimes, the act of ǲreadingǳ in the pool becomes far 
less figurative, and more like Bachelardǯs ǲmaterial reverieǳ—ǲa type of syntax, a 
continual linking up and gentle movement of images that free a reverie bound to 
objectsǳ (Bachelard 1942: 13). 
 
 
 
ǲThrough the water’s thicknessǳ (Merleau-Ponty) 
In much of his writing about swimming pools, Berger seems to be grasping for ways to 
connect different registers of perception. Sometimes the water itself is a text. 
Sometimes it is a lens. Either way, the water opens up ǲan interface, a shared skin 
between the physical and the metaphysicalǳ (194). In ǲMarc Trivier: My Beautiful,ǳ 
Berger describes ǲA middle-aged woman holding on to the poolǯs edge, looking 
concentratedly at the water, which reaches her collarbones, as if itǯs a book sheǯs 
readingǳ (Berger 2004: 196). Here, a porous exchange seems to take place between 
water, body and thought. The woman ǲreadsǳ herself, both inside and outside, through the waterǯs ǲshared skin.ǳ  
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There are remarkable parallels between scenes like this and Merleau-Pontyǯs 
description in ǲEye and Mindǳ of looking ǲthrough the waterǯs thicknessǳ at ǲthe tiled 
bottom of the poolǳ (Merleau-Ponty 1964: 142). Like Berger, Merleau-Ponty pictures 
the water-borne gaze as reflexive and embodied, giving its ǲfleshǳ to what he sees 
through its distorting lens of ripples and reflections. Thus when Merleau-Ponty writes 
about water as ǲthe aqueous power, the syrupy and shimmering element,ǳ he also 
summons up its ǲinner animationǳ ȋͳͶʹȌ. Like Berger, he pictures a realm of perception 
which is ǲnot contained thereǳ (in the pool), but which allows for identifications to take 
place both ǲin depthǳ and reciprocally. Just as Berger looks up at the clouds through the poolǯs glass roof and sees that ǲthe curls of the white cirrus are observing a man afloat 
on his backǳ (Berger 2016: 71), so Merleau-Ponty ǲlifts his eyesǳ beyond the pool ǲtoward the screen of cypresses where the web of reflections plays,ǳ and ǲrecognize(s) 
that the water visits it as well, or at least sends out to it its active, living essenceǳ 
(Merleau-Ponty 1964: 142). 
 
Figure 2. Empty West Kirby Pool  
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ǲWe both trod water and she smiledǳ (Berger 2011) 
Berger tells more stories about swimming in Bento’s Sketchbook (2011a). The one he 
tells most vividly is about his relationship with another swimmer, a Cambodian artist. 
Their friendship begins as they ǲlifted (their) heads and nodded at one anotherǳ while 
they are both swimming lengths, ǲcross(ing) one another in opposite directionsǳ 
(Berger 2011a: 125). Across the lanes of the pool, a gesture—a ǲsignalǳ—momentarily 
disrupts the intricate choreography of the swimmersǯ routines.  
 
The pulse of the water—its rituals and rhythms of ǲimmersion and extractionǳ (124)—
then carries them beyond the water as they meet outside, ǲbeneath the weeping 
willowsǳ (126). Again, Berger moves between the rhythms of a public pool, and his 
thoughts about ǲthe pain of othersǳ ȋc.f. Sontag ʹͲͲ͵Ȍ. As he listens to the swimmerǯs 
traumatic history—her escape from Cambodia in the mid-1970s, her life of exile, and 
her struggles with polyarthritis—he finds it ǲimpossible to separate the pain to which her body was apparently heir from the pain of her countryǯs history during the last half 
centuryǳ (127). And, as if to emphasize this connection between the swimmerǯs bodily 
pain and her countryǯs suffering, the word ǲPolyarthritisǳ itself takes on the status of a 
place, its repetition in Bergerǯs narrative marking its territory (c.f. Deleuze and Guattari: 
1987): ǲShe answered immediately, as if naming a place: Polyarthritisǳ (127), and a few 
paragraphs later ǲ… she had said the word Polyarthritis, pronouncing it as if it were a 
placeǳ (128).  
 
There is an ebb and flow of identifications, of ǲimmersion and extractionǳ throughout Bergerǯs narrative of this encounter: not only between bodies across the lanes of the 
pool, but between bodies of water—from the municipal pool to the rivers of Cambodia, ǲa land with a unique, osmotic relationship with fresh waterǳ (127). Berger even seems 
to suggest a mirroring between the lap swimmerǯs ǲup and downǳ movements in the 
pool, and the waters of Cambodiaǯs Tonle Sap. As the Tonle Sap lake overflows and 
swells each summer, so the water of its river ǲturns round to run in the opposite 
direction, its downstream becoming upstreamǳ (128). 
 
Water-borne movements also flow through Bergerǯs text in the form of brushstrokes. The Cambodian artistǯs frog-like swimming style reminds Berger of the watercolors of 
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Qi Baishe, whose frogs looked like they were wearing bathing caps. This may be one of 
the reasons that he gives her ǲhis precious Sho Japanese paint brush.ǳ In return, she 
gives him a painting of a bird, left ǲon the bench by the diving boardsǳ (129). And later, 
when Berger looks more closely, he reads her drawing of a bird as an expression of ǲhomelessness.ǳ He realizes that the blue tit is copied from the Larousse encyclopedia, 
and for all its delicacy, it is stitched into the wrong landscape. Not quite a fish out of 
water, it is a bird perched on the wrong kind of branch. Only the bambooǯs ǲliquidǳ 
brushstrokes gesture back to the country that the artist has left behind, and remind us 
that ǲthe Khmer word for homeland is Teuk-Dey, which means Water-Landǳ (127).  
 
ǲNo future, no words, and nowhere to goǳ (Berger 2011) 
It is the summer of 2011 (the same year that Bento’s Sketchbook is published) and 
Berger is watching TV coverage of the riots taking place in Croydon. This time, as he 
traces another constellation of temporal and spatial connections, it is a lake, not a 
swimming pool, which becomes the site of Bergerǯs confabulations. In his short essay, ǲThe Time We Live,ǳ Bergerǯs thoughts jump from one place to another—from the 
mediatized images of the Croydon riots to ǲa miniature and modest seaside resort… 
[where] those who gather there are on vacation. They have left their everyday lives 
behind somewhere. Maybe a few kilometres away, maybe hundreds. They have emptied 
themselvesǳ (Berger 2011b: n.p.).  
 
Berger struggles to identify with the images he sees on screen of ǲthe kids […] rioting 
because they had no future, no words and nowhere to go.ǳ Yet there is something in 
these ǲpicturesǳ that he does recognize, something which seems to offer a conduit to 
this urgent present happening in another place. This is because this same place, with its ǲdesperately violent present,ǳ coincides with Bergerǯs own past: he was once a child in 
Croydon too, and he remembers visiting a Croydon shop with his mother in the 1930s, 
perhaps one of the same shops he now sees going up in flames on TV.  
 
Unable to ǲshare his reactionsǳ with his ǲlong since deadǳ mother, Berger reaches for the 
name of a shop (ǲKennards. Kennards!ǳ) to restore her presence. In grasping for this ǲpasswordǳ—a shard of memory carried in a name—Berger also seeks to span the gap 
that seems to have opened up between his own life and those of another generation (of 
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kids in Croydon). And as he grasps for connections between the past and present of one 
location, Berger also transports his readers from one geographical space to another 
elsewhere, away from the UK riots to a deep lake—probably Lake Geneva—where some 
very different kinds of gathering are happening: the lake waters mingle with the river 
Rhône, the Arctic Charr gather to breed, and people gather together ǲon vacationǳ… to 
play, and perhaps to swim.  
 
In a series of sensual snapshots, Berger describes how the people on holiday are full of ǲexpectancyǳ and ǲpromises.ǳ Such promises are ǲwordless and physical.ǳ Unanchored 
from linguistic and visual registers of articulation, they are perceived more porously, 
through a supposedly ǲlowerǳ sensorium of touch, taste, sound: ǲThe taste of chocolate. 
The width of her hips. The splashing of water. The length of the daughterǯs drenched 
hairǳ (Berger 2011b: n.p.). Berger reminds us that ǲThe etymological root of the word 
vacation is the Latin vacare, to be empty, to be free,ǳ and he pictures this ǲelsewhereǳ by 
the lake as a place which is both empty and full. It is a place of ǲmostly reclining 
freedomsǳ where ǲmessages in the pulseǳ can be heard, touched, or tasted, where there 
is a loosening of the divisions between past, present, and future. Or put another way, 
this is a place where ǲbeing emptyǳ makes daydreaming possible.  
 
ǲWe are all objects of someone else’s dreamǳ (Chambers 2016) 
When he writes about swimming in 2016, Berger tells us only that his favorite 
municipal pool is in Paris, but when he writes about swimming in 2004, he is a bit more specific about the poolǯs location, noting how it is close to Fresnesǯ ǲnotorious Maison 
DǯArrêtǳ (Berger 2004: ͳͻͷȌ. Berger doesnǯt expand upon the reasons for the prisonǯs 
notoriety.1 Yet, simply by mentioning that these two very different kinds of ǲcontainingǳ 
spaces share a neighborhood in the Parisian suburbs, he again touches upon the 
contiguity of ǲlimitless cruelty to others like ourselves.ǳ  
 
While the voices of Fresnes prison never explicitly permeate the walls of the pool, Bergerǯs narrative seems to hint that these spaces are connected: perhaps through a 
                                                     
1 Fresnes Prison was known as a place of torture and mass execution during the German Occupation 
(Calet 1945), and has also been the site of recent protests about inhuman living conditions (Englebert 
2018). 
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shared municipal infrastructure of streets and sewers; and perhaps through a shared 
constellation of dreams. After all, in his ǲOpen Letter to Raymond Barre, the Mayor of 
Lyonǳ (Berger 2001: 185), Berger specifically nominates the prison as a dream space, 
where ǲendless small dreamsǯ circulate - Ǯdreams of the seaǯ, Ǯof privacyǯ, and Ǯof private timeǯ; dreams Ǯof women,ǳ ǲopen doorsǳ and ǲthe furious dream of putting an end to 
everythingǳ (189). And he asks the following rhetorical question: ǲWhat kind of building … houses the most dreams? School? Theatre? Cinema? Library? Intercontinental Hotel? Discotheque? Mightnǯt it be a prison?ǳ (Berger 2001: 189).  
 
For Berger, there is more than one way to dream, and he reminds us that ǲdreams 
include nightmares and insomniac terrorsǳ (Berger 2001: 188). It is this latter version 
of dreaming which seems to leak through the walls of the prison, and to radiate from ǲthe kids in Croydon,ǳ living ǲisolated but together, in the desperately violent presentǳ 
(Berger 2011b: n.p.) Of course, there are kids in Bergerǯs favorite Parisian pool too, and 
he guesses that, like the kids in Croydon, they are there because they donǯt have the 
luxury of ǲemptyingǳ themselves on vacation. They are—ǲkids whose families couldnǯt 
afford to leave Parisǳ (Berger 2011aǳ: 128). And yet, unlike the kids in Croydon, these 
kids who sepnd their summer ǲjumping in feet first, holding their nosesǳ seem, at least 
for the time being, to be drawn into the wake of another narrative, ǲobjects of someone elseǯs dreamǳ ȋChambers ʹͲͳ͹: ͳʹͷȌ. Just for a while, they are conduits to that elusive 
reverie of egalitarian leisure which Berger sometimes glimpses as he dives in the pool – a dream once optimistically anticipated in the ǲrelaxed simple outlines of Fernand Légerǯs Plongeurs paintings, but which now is ǲfurther away than everǳ ȋBerger 2011a: ͳʹ͵Ȍ. Their splashing and shouting mingles with the childǯs laughing ǲsomewhere in the distanceǳ which Berger imagines as he hears the laughter of the Cambodian artist. Laughter is a current flowing against the ǲmeasured impersonal committee voiceǳ of the poolǯs ǲbureaucratic syntaxǳ ȋͳʹ͵Ȍ.   
 
ǲExiled from this village, excluded from real lifeǳ (Merleau-Ponty 1945)  
 
I arrive in a village for the holidays, happy to leave behind my work and my 
ordinary surroundings. I settle into the village. It becomes the center of my life. 
The low level of water in the river, or the corn or walnut harvest, are events for 
me. But if a friend comes to see me and brings news of Paris, or if the radio and 
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newspapers inform me that there are threats of war, then I feel exiled from this 
village, excluded from real life, and imprisoned far away from everything. Our 
body and perceptions always solicit us to take the landscape they offer as the 
center of the world. But this landscape is not necessarily the landscape of our life. ) can ǲbe elsewhereǳ while remaining here, and if ) am kept from what ) love, 
I feel far from the center of real life. (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 299) 
 
When Merleau-Ponty writes about ǲlived spaceǳ in The Phenomenology of Perception 
(1945), he draws directly on his own experience of being ǲelsewhere.ǳ At first, when he 
describes leaving Paris ǲfor the holidaysǳ to spend time in the countryside, his account 
reads like a celebration of bucolic rhythms—ǲI settle into the village. It becomes the 
center of my life. The low level of water in the river, or the corn or walnut harvest, are 
events for meǳ (299). Apparently, though, it is not long before this ǲhappyǳ state of being 
away from his everyday existence (being ǲemptyǳ in Bergerǯs termsȌ is overtaken by 
ambivalence.  
 
For Merleau-Ponty, the circadian rhythms of village life only ever seem to constitute a 
temporarily deflection of trauma. The Phenomenology of Perception was first published 
in 1945, and contains few direct references to the fact that Merleau-Ponty has been 
writing in the shadow of the Nazi Occupation of France. Nevertheless, there are 
moments when the text becomes more explicitly riven with ethical and political conflict. 
And even though the countrysideǯs flows and repetitions seem to become Merleau-Pontyǯs own pulse for a while ȋǲThe center of my lifeǳ), this embodied relation to 
another, more ǲnaturalǳ landscape is impossible to sustain. The landscape of ǲreal life,ǳ 
with its ǲnews of Parisǳ and ǲthreats of war,ǳ soon encroaches again on this ǲelsewhere,ǳ 
and he feels ǲexcluded,ǳ ǲimprisonedǳ in this other version of ǲwaking lifeǳ (229).  
 
ǲBut this landscape is not necessarily the landscape of our lifeǳ (Merleau-Ponty 
1945) 
It is the summer of 2017, and I am ǲelsewhere,ǳ swimming in a tributary of the Ardèche. 
For more than three decades I have returned, year after year, to this same stretch of the 
Chassezac River. Each day, when I swim, I re-trace a single meander of this ǲclear, green 
waterǳ (Bachelard 1942: 8). And in these briefly bracketed-off stretches of time, away 
from the most entrenched patterns of work and home, the river becomes ǲthe pulsation 
of [my] existence, its systole and diastoleǳ (Merleau-Ponty 1945: 298). 
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As I swim first upstream and then down, against the current, and then back with it 
again, I mark my course with the same staging posts each time: this overhanging 
branch, the rock where you can dive, the shallow stretch where I can feel the bed of the 
river bumping my knees. Moving through the water, I find myself becoming intensely 
aware of the different smells that cross my path—traces of marshy, slightly sulphuros 
algae from the murky little pools to my left. This is slow water, but then I take a few 
more strokes upstream and water flows faster against me, with cleaner, earthier smells —geosmin, carp and warm granite; invasive whiffs of sun tan cream and sweat, then 
back to tree pollen, grass, leafy muddiness. A delicate but intoxicating smell drifts in 
thin pulses across from the undergrowth. I can never quite trace it to its source. Maybe itǯs coming from the trees.  
  
Sounds flow in and out too: grating canoe bottoms, and the odd shout; a splash half-registered, in Audenǯs ǲquite leisurely way,ǳ as a boyǯs ǲwhite legs disappear into the 
green waterǳ (Auden 1938: 179). Something about the damp mixture of plastic and sun 
and water and plants takes me right back to being underwater in a paddling pool and feeling like )ǯm in an ocean. This is the same smell—sun blue and warm through the 
plastic sides, and the water laced with grass cuttings. 
 
When I am swimming, or floating, in this river-scape, my thoughts often seem to drift ǲtowards something that has gone, or is awaited, (is) hidden elsewhere in another 
placeǳ (Berger 2005: 141). It is as if my refrain-like movements, my immersion in this ǲtruly transitory elementǳ (Bachelard 1942: 6), provoke a heightened sense of 
subjective permeability and exchange. Divisions between different times, different 
places, seem less certain. I am ǲa being in fluxǳ (Bachelard 1942: 6).  
 
The river gnaws at the limestone. This is the same pulse of water which made the 
Chauvet Cave, about thirty kilometers downstream from here.  
 
In his essay, ǲLe Pont dǯArc,ǳ Berger tells us that ǲthe waters of the Ardèche have made 
many caves in the plateau of the Bas Vivaraisǳ (Berger 2005: 129). The Chauvet Cave 
contains paintings that are more than 30,000 years old and, since its discovery in 1994, 
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Berger is one of the only people to have been given access to the site. Berger first writes 
about the Chauvet Cave in 2001, in The Shape of a Pocket, but it is in his 2005 essay that 
he gives a first-hand account of visiting the cave. He begins with the ǲsound of water, 
flowing over polished stones,ǳ and ǲthe river, full of swirls, fast-flowing, metallic-looking 
in the sunlight,ǳ and tells us that ǲit tugs like a dog at the imagination, asking you to 
come for a walkǳ (Berger 2005: 129). In other words, his narrative follows the echoes 
and refractions proffered by the water. The Ardèche is ǲlike a dog.ǳ As readers, we are 
like dogs too, pulled by the waterǯs sensory trajectories. Drawn into its ambit of sound 
and light and smell. 
 
Berger goes on to describe both the space of the cave, and the paintings themselves 
using a language of water. The caves ǲall have in common that they look like forms 
created by flowing waterǳ (134) and he reads the Cro-Magnon paintings as if they too 
are the brushstrokes of an ancient river: ǲCro-Magnon painting did not respect borders. 
It flows where it has to, deposits, overlaps, submerges images already there, and it 
continually changes the scale of what it carriesǳ (140).  
 
Sensing the presence of Cro-Magnon people in the extraordinary artwork and darkness 
of the cave, Berger ends his essay with a rather haunted, enigmatic address to the 
hunters and hunted of Chauvet—ǲwho are where? Here, come from elsewhere?ǳ 
(Berger 2005: 142). According to Berger, the nomad cave painters have a ǲnotion of past 
and future (which) is subservient to the experience of elsewhereǳ ȋBergerǯs italicsȌ. In 
other words, the idea of elsewhere summoned up by the ghosts of Chauvet seems to re-
configure temporality itself as ǲanother placeǳ (141). Whereas he argues that ǲthe 
culture of globalisationǳ has ǲno elsewhere or otherwiseǳ (214), Berger seems to picture 
the imaginative space inhabited by Cro-Magnons as contingent upon an elsewhere ǲexperience(d)ǳ as an intertwining, a confluence of matter and memory. Time and place 
flow together… they deposit, submerge, and overlap.  
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Figure 3. Rosa in the Chassezac. 
 
 
 
We talk about drowning… 
Summer 2016. My sister-in-lawǯs mother has just drowned in the Aegean Sea. Nobody 
seems to know how or why. She had swum from the same beach in Poros for more than 
60 years. It was her favorite place, her favorite stretch of sea. 
 
I am swimming in the Chassezac with my daughter. She has brought her books down to the waterǯs edge, but for now her pile of densely scrawled notes, full of bright slashes of 
color, and impenetrable clusters of numbers, are abandoned on the rock. As we swim 
downstream we talk about osmosis. After a year of studying medicine Rosa has learned 
that there are at least two ways to drown. Apparently, our bodies respond differently to 
seawater and freshwater. Their different chemistries invite different kinds of death: 
when we drown in the sea, we suffocate. Salt draws out water from the surrounding 
cells in our lungs, creating a film of water lining the alveoli which is too thick for gases 
to diffuse across, so we are starved of oxygen. But when we drown in a river, the water 
is more diluted than our own cytoplasm: our cells take in water by osmosis, they swell 
and burst, releasing a flood of sodium and potassium ions, interfering with the electrical 
conductivity of our heart, so we die by cardiac arrhythmia—our heart stops. Either way, 
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as Bachelard reminds us, ǲWater always flows, always falls, always ends in horizontal 
deathǳ (Bachelard 1942: 6). 
 
Not Swimming But Drowning… (or the strange story of Corker’s drowning dog) 
  There is a drowning in Bergerǯs ͳͻ͸Ͷ novel Corker’s Freedom. While giving a talk to the 
local parish social club, Corker invites the audience to look at his photo of ǲalways 
movingǳ water, and he points out that ǲYou can learn a lot from the streamǳ because 
what is ǲso nice about streams is that you can stand by the side of them. You can let 
them go past youǳ (Berger 1964: 203). He then starts to describe how he has watched a 
dog drown in a ǲstream near horn.ǳ This story is riven with interruptions and 
digressions, flowing back on itself, and sometimes getting caught up in stagnant asides. Corkerǯs own narrative voice is dispersed across different registers—between what he ǲknows,ǳ what he ǲsaysǳ and what he ǲthinks.ǳ There are moments when we hear the 
inner voices of his audience too. ǲOh to be dead and to be the element `I think I ought to 
be,ǯ thinks Miss Brandǳ (205).  
 
At first what seems to be at stake here is a sentimental scene: a little white dog follows 
Corker and his friends when they are out walking. The dog runs along on the path, jumping in and out of the streamǯs fast flowing water, ǲsnapping at the white foam,ǳ and 
trying to ǲstop[ping] the currentǳ (203-4). Here the dog seems to mirror a human ambivalence to the water, at once drawn to, and repelled by the streamǯs flow. At this point, Corkerǯs audience might well anticipate that the story will move on to some sort 
of epiphanic moment which reveals the potential for intimate connections between 
animals and humans. But the narrative fails to sustain this vision of inter-species affection, because after a while one of Corkerǯs companions becomes ǲvery angry.ǳ The 
dog has made him wet. He begins to throw stones at the dog: although ǲNone of them hit 
him, he went on throwing stones at it and stones into the stream as wellǳ (204). And so, 
through a complex play of shifting identifications, the dog becomes less human, and 
more water. Less ǲheǳ and more ǲit.ǳ2  
                                                     
2 This scene contrasts starkly with the story of Bobby ǲthe wandering dogǳ in Levinasǯs Difficult Freedoms, which shows how the dog acts as Ǯvalidating otherǯ, even in the midst of the brutal de-humanising 
environment of a camp for Jewish prisoners of war (Graham: 2017) 
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The scene shifts again. Corker follows the stream on his own, and is in turn followed by 
the white dog, who continues to jump in and out of the water. Eventually the dog drops 
out of sight, and Corker waits, ǲdreamingǳ and watching the water rush over the weir. 
Despite, or perhaps because, the drowning dog also seems to be dreaming, ǲits nose pointing right up to the sky, almost vertical […] a funny fixed stare too,ǳ its fate almost seems to merge with Corkerǯs state of reverie.  
  
As this trauma unfolds, we—both slide-show audience and readers of the novel—are 
transfixed by the image of the white dog disappearing over the edge of the weir, ǲsomething white in the water […] trying to swim against the streamǳ (Berger 1964: 
206). At this point in the narrative, it is interesting that the dog becomes ǲheǳ again 
rather than ǲit,ǳ and with this shift in pronoun, another shift takes place. Now the 
drowning dog is a suicidal dog, refusing rescue. Corker offers the dog a stick but ǲHe just 
wouldnǯt take it. He didn't even try to bite on it. He just went on staring up with that 
fixed stare at the skyǳ (207).  
 
We are told that Corker ǲhas forgotten his audience and doesnǯt know where the story is 
going to endǳ (207). Perhaps, though the problem is precisely the opposite: our own ǲhorror of drowning,ǳ like Corkerǯs, is carrying us along toward the weir too, and the 
story we hear is not about connecting with the non-human. Instead, it speaks only of 
our human fears of non-connection, of failing to register suffering: ǲ) didnǯt hear his 
splash at the bottom. Not a trace of him […] All ) could hear was the rush and something 
turning in the waterǳ (207-8) 
 
I think about Icarus 
There are no clouds at all this afternoon, but, just for a moment, the trace of thunder 
hangs in the sky. There's a thud a bit like a blunt firework. Then nothing again. The sky 
is the brightest blue, nothing else. I am hanging, floating in the green. After a while, I 
hear sirens coming from the other side of the river, winding and shrieking up the 
mountain. And then fading again. 
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In the evening a neighbor tells us that a car has driven off the side of the mountain. I 
think back to the afternoon, and my memory shifts, finds new shapes. Now I picture 
myself floating in the river, but this time I catch a glimpse of a ball of flame falling, bump 
bump bumping down the side of the mountain. My eyes feel tired with the sun. The sky 
is frayed. I think about Icarus, and how ǲnobody heard the splash.ǳ I am floating in the 
river. I am bulky but also miraculously weightless. I am oblivious like that ǲdelicate 
ship.ǳ 
 
 
 
Figure 3. In the Chassezac 
 
Conclusion )n Gaston Bachelardǯs Water and Dreams (1942), there are only a couple of cursory 
references to swimming pools. In fact, Bachelard more or less dismisses the swimming poolǯs potential as a space for dreaming, arguing not only that it has a ǲridiculous nameǳ ȋǲla piscineǳ in the original French version), but that it cannot ǲprovide the ideal of 
solitude, so necessary for the psychology of a cosmic challengeǳ (Bachelard 1942: 168). 
While Berger repeatedly celebrates the swimming pool as a site of both social 
connection and psychic elaboration, for Bachelard it seems only to connote constriction 
and contrivance: water without flow, ǲpiscineǳ without fish.  
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So why do Berger and Bachelard portray swimming pools so differently? One possible 
answer is that Bachelard dreams by the water, but Berger swims in the pool. When 
Bachelard writes that he ǲcannot sit beside a stream without falling into a profound 
reverie, without picturing my youthful happinessǳ (Bachelard 1942L 8) he suggests a 
form of identification between subject and water which is intimate and yet bounded. 
For Berger, on the other hand, a swimming pool allows for a ǲswirlǳ of possible 
identifications, both temporally and spatially—ǲmovements and contours that may at 
any moment offer a sense of extended participationǳ (Bell 2016: 216-17).  
 
From a pool to Trivier, to Giacometti, to another pool (or maybe the same pool) and 
then to a lake, and a prison, and a cave, and a river. A drowning dog and a car falling out 
of the sky. Then, finally, back to the river. This is the glitter path that forms in the wake of Bergerǯs un-goggled swimmerǯs gaze. For Berger, it is as if the pool is a place where 
the boundaries between ourselves and others become a little more fuzzy, and where – if 
only temporarily – we are less firmly anchored by the fixed co-ordinates of rational 
perception – ǲthinking (that) only clarifiesǳ (Berger: 2004, 196). ǲThe slight hazeǳ 
afforded by the water allows us to view the world differently, and perhaps brings us 
closer to a ǲseamless world of wordlessnessǳ. Like Calvino, who ǲdefine(s) the opaque as 
a declaration that the world I am describing does have a reverse sideǳ (Calvino: 1990, 
147) Berger, the swimmer, offers us an invitation to apprehend the world differently: to 
enter the pool, to look at the world ǲwithout gogglesǳ, and to immerse ourselves in ǲthe 
opacity of thought.ǳ  
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